
OFFiCE OF 
CENERAL COUHSEL 

Iii!8 PHB-'O? 
June 19,2018 

Office of General Counsel 
Federal Election Commission 
1050 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20463 

Re: FUSE Washington Complaint 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I am writing to you today to inform you of a series of serious federal campaign finance 
violations committed by FUSE Washington. The apparent vioiations are outiined in the 
foilowing pages and the document is signed and notarized at the end of the complaint. 
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FUSE WASHINGTON 

1. PARTISAN INTENT 
Spending and fundraising undertaken by the organization FUSE is for an explicitly partisan purpose. 

FUSE has disclosed absolutely nothing in terms of fundraising and spending, putting them in gross 
violation of Federal Elections Commission rules. The exhibits below demonstrate the many ways in 
which this organization has spent and raised money, and how their lack of disclosure is in violation of 
the law. 

Both FUSE'S allies and employees have stated that FUSE's goal is to "Flip the 8**"' - meaning to defeat 
Republicans in the 8"* Congressional District and install a Democrat as the U.S. Representative in that 
seat. This is an explicitly partisan goal, which is incompatible with aiiy claim that FUSE'S activities are 
nonpartisan. This is demonstrated by Facebook posts by FUSE employee Vania Winters and by an'allied 
group in Ellensburg, WA, within the 8'" Congressional District. 

In a blog post on their website, FUSE's employee Morgan Steele is descfibed as the Campaign Manager 
for FUSE'S "Reclaim the 8""' Campaign. This is similar to the "Flip the 8*'"' language used elsewhere by 
FUSE employees and is strongly linked with eff^ort to elect a Democrat to the 8*" Congressional seat. And 
language describing "flipping" or "reclaiming" the 8*" Congressional District is an explicit statement of 
partisan intent. 

In addition, the FUSE Facebook page has made very partisan posts related to the 5'" Congressional 
District. 
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District 8 Indivisible teams are the fore runners in changing us to blue. 
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VOLUNTEERS WANTEDIII FUSE will be at the Wen-Con Pop Culture 
Convention In Wenatchee at the Town Toyota Center this SATURDAY, 
APRIL 21 registering those youngsters to become active citizens. 
We need to fill slots from 10am to 6pm. 
Please, reply here or send me an email at vania@ftJsewashington.org with 
your name, time(s) you can help, and a phone #. 

THANKS FOR HELPING US FLIP THE 8THIIIII 
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All your hard work is paying off! The rallies, canvasses, candidate forums, 
and letters to the editor are convincing voters across Eastern Washington 
that it's time for new leadership in congress! 
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2. EXHIBITS OF SPENDING AND FUNDING 

A. HIRING A 8™ CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT FIELD ORGANIZER 
In and of itself, hiring a field organizer for a Congressional District is a strong indication that the 
intention of organizing is partisan, rather than a general effort to register voters. Why specifically this 
Congressional District? Is FUSE hiring similar roles for ail otiier districts, including solid blue districts like 
Washington's 7*" Congressional District? 

But in addition to the hiring itself, part of the organizer's job description is to help "elect a progressive" 
and "Monitor Dino Rossi's campaign in the eastern part of the district and organize creative 
accountability efforts as appropriate" - an explicitly partisan effort to swing a Congressional election. 

Ultimately, the field organizer that was hired is named Vania Winters, and announced herself in a 
Democrat-aligned Facebook group. She announced herself in Quarter 1 (March 31), and so any funds 
paid to her or raised to pay her should have been declared in Q1 reports. 
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B. POTENTIAL POLLING 

The leader of "Indivisible Wenatchee", a FUSE-aligned group, informed her group that FUSE had "tested 
a number of phrases with voters" regarding their messaging opposing Dino Rossi for Congress. This 
appears to be evidence that they conducted polling or focus groups with voters for the explicit purpose 
of opposing a candidate in a partisan federal race. Any money raised or spent for such a poll or focus 
group must be disclosed to the public. 
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C. FACEBOOK ADVERTISING 
FUSE Washington has spent money on Facebook advertisements, which is clearly demonstrated in the 
photo below, which marks the Facebook post as "Sponsored." The advertised post is extremely partisan 
and this is clearly an expenditure that should have been reported. 
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It's clear that Rossi would be more of the same 
in D.C. We need new leadership in Congress 
that puts working families before the wealthy 
and corporations! 
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3. SUMMARY 

FUSE has completely failed to disclose any of its fundraising or spending on polling, staffing, advertising, 
and other expenses in its attempt to support Democrats for a partisan office. As the beiow screenshot 
demonstrates, FUSE has no disclaimer or other FEC committee name attached to its spending on its 
website. 

FUSE'S reliance on so-calied "dark money" and faiiure to report its donors and expenditures in this effort 
is a major vioiation of U.S. campaign finance law. No FEC filings have appeared for FUSE, and it appears 
that they have channeied thousands of doiiars in poiling, salaries, and other unknown costs into 
Washington's S*** Congressional District without any intention of informing the public about it. 

This is an egregious vioiation of federal law, and as a long-standing organization, FUSE has no excuse. 
FUSE is weil aware of ali federal campaign finance iaws, they simply chose to ignore these laws in an 
attempt to hide their electioneering activities from pubiic scrutiny. Whether this was because they're 
embarrassed about their donors' identifies, afraid of admitting that they are a Seattie-centric 
organization attempting to impose their values on the rest of Washington state, or simply because they 
didn't feei like playing by the rules, they have committed multipie iilegal acts in an attempt to unlawfuily 
influence a federal election. 
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Respe^fully submitted, 

Dennis Olson 
6830 NE Botheil Way, Suite C-426 
Kenmore,WA 98028 

Signed and sworn to before me this 2018. 

^ - ~ — 

Notary Public 
State of Wastiington 

JAMIE LAFLIN 
My Appointment Expires Oct 27.2019 


